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A Melancholic Artist and a Choleric Publisher in Honoré
Daumier’s Print Series L’Imagination
by Gal Ventura

Notwithstanding the relaxation of French censorship laws after the July Revolution, Honoré
Daumier (1809–78) was condemned, in 1832, to a six-month prison term for the publication
of the caricature Gargantua, portraying King Louis-Philippe (1773–1850) as Rabelais’s
gluttonous giant.[1] On November 11, 1832, after two and a half months in the prison of
Sainte-Pélagie, he was transferred for eleven weeks to Dr. J. P. Casimir Pinel’s (1800–66)
mental hospital at rue Chaillot. There, far removed from the overcrowded and unhygienic
prison, he labored on a series of drawings and watercolors titled L’Imagination, until his
release on February 22, 1833.[2] The young printmaker Charles Ramelet (1805–51) made
lithographs after Daumier’s sketches, and these started to appear in the press even before the
artist had completed his sentence. The first print, published on January 14, 1833 in the new
illustrated daily newspaper Le Charivari, depicted an old women daydreaming about
inexhaustible wealth (fig. 1). It was accompanied by a short explanation by the editor Charles
Philipon (1800–61), Daumier’s publisher, friend, and colleague, stating that the series sought
to investigate “diabolic actions, castles in Spain, projects, desires, fixed ideas, and all the
chimeras of the imagination.”[3]

Fig. 1, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Mon défunt me donne des numéros, je gagne un quaterne, je

reçois une aubade, je roule sur l’or (My deceased husband gave me tickets, I had four winning numbers, I

received morning serenade, I am rolling in gold!), January 1, 1833. Lithograph from the series 

L’Imagination, no. 1, published in Le Charivari. Musée Carnavalet, Paris. [larger image]

Philipon’s explanation of the L’Imagination series is somewhat reminiscent of Francisco
Goya’s (1746–1828) text to advertise his print series Los Caprichos, published in 1799. In these
eighty aquatint etchings, Goya portrayed, as he stated in his text, “the innumerable foibles
and follies to be found in any civilized society and from the common prejudices and
deceitful practices which custom, ignorance, or self-interest have made usual . . . and which,
at the same time, stimulate the artist’s imagination.”[4] Copies of Los Caprichos were owned
by the end of the first quarter of the century by French collectors, artists, lithographers, and
printmakers, and, as of 1827, became available to the general public at the Bibliothèque
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Nationale.[5] Starting in the 1830s, these prints exerted their influence on English and French
artists alike, among them, Daumier,[6] who, in Robert Hughes’s words about Goya, was “a
merciless critic of the society around him and a habitual protester against war, cruelty, and
the violence of unjust authority.”[7]

In all fifteen prints, Daumier depicted men, women, and children of various social classes,
whose fantasies regarding success, a warm bed, going fishing, having plenty of toys, or
committing suicide, are given form by means of miniature figures that act them out. Yet,
two of the images differ from the rest of the series: The Colic (La Colique), the sixth print,
published in Le Charivari on February 19, 1833 (fig. 2), and The Headache (Le Mal de tête), the
ninth print, published some two months later on April 23, 1833 in the same journal (fig. 3).
Despite their pictorial resemblance to the rest of the lithographs in L’Imagination—all
depicting a main figure surrounded by a series of miniature figures—they do not depict
hidden passions, daydreams, fantasies, or secret desires. Instead, The Colic and The Headache
depict the suffering of the body, as indicated by their distinctive titles.

Fig. 2, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, La Colique (The Colic), February 19, 1833. Lithograph

from the series L’Imagination, no. 6, published in Le Charivari. Wellcome Institute and Library for the

History of Medicine, London. [larger image]

Fig. 3, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Le Mal de tête (The Headache), April 23, 1833.

Lithograph from the series L’Imagination, no. 9, published in Le Charivari. Wellcome Institute and

Library for the History of Medicine, London. [larger image]
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This article addresses the singularity of The Colic and The Headache within the Imagination
series. Based on Jean Cherpin’s identification of the man suffering the stomachache as
Philipon,[8] I will argue that The Colic and The Headache are, in fact, symbolic portraits of the
choleric publisher and the melancholic painter during their joint incarceration in Casimir
Pinel’s Parisian maison de santé. Comparing the prints with two caricatures by George
Cruikshank (1792–1878) that, I argue, served as their direct source of inspiration, I will show
that it is precisely the differences between the two pairs of prints that are significant.
Specifically, the lack of a visual depiction, in Daumier’s prints, of the causes of the pain of his
protagonists and of the possibility of a cure, seems to turn this pain into a socio-
psychological symptom caused by censorship and suppression.

Dr. Casimir Pinel and His Clinic
Before discussing The Colic and The Headache in more depth, it is important to focus on the
clinic in which they were produced and on the man who ran it. Dr. Pinel, whose portrait,
according to Cherpin, was part of the L’Imagination series, in which he has the role of The
Doctor (Le Médecin),[9] was published in Le Charivari on August 19, 1833 (fig. 4). It represents the
physician seated in a pensive, melancholic pose under the classical sculpted portrait of
Hippocrates. Above the doctor’s head, the image of death holding a sickle is guiding a group
of demons who enthusiastically carry away his deceased patients. On his desk, two demons
are building an additional coffin for their next victim. “Why the heck are all my patients
leaving?,” he ponders. “I bleed them, treat them and drug them. . . . I simply do not
understand.”[10] The caption appears to ridicule the limited knowledge of physicians, as
frequently illustrated by Daumier during the 1830s and 1840s, and to demonstrate the
inadequacy of medical methods, ranging from the relatively merciful administration of
opiates to more aggressive approaches, such as bloodletting or starvation.[11] Yet, both the
artist, who produced the caricature, and Philipon, who added the caption, knew that Dr.
Pinel’s approaches were far from inadequate and, as we’ll see in the following, the print as
well as its caption invite another reading as well.[12]

Fig. 4, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Le Médecin (The Doctor), August 19, 1833. Lithograph

from the series L’Imagination, no. 15, published in Le Charivari. Bibliothèque Nationale de France,

Cabinet des Estampes, Paris. [larger image]
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Dr. Casimir Pinel was the nephew of the famous Philippe Pinel (1745–1826), who was among
the early nineteenth-century physicians who revolutionized the approach to mental
disorders, viewing “madness” as an illness that requires care, compassion, and understanding.
[13] As one of the founders of the “moral treatment” approach,[14] Philippe Pinel argued that
psychological intervention must be grounded in an understanding of the patient’s own
perspective and history. He dramatically improved asylum conditions, while insisting on
psychological therapeutic approaches.[15] Following in the footsteps of his famous uncle,[16]
in 1829 Casimir Pinel rented a house with a large garden at 76, rue de Chaillot, to serve as a
mental health center. Spacious, comfortable, and filled with air and light, reflecting his
progressive medical methods, Pinel’s clinic provided repose and personalized attention for a
limited number of affluent mental patients.[17] He also received notorious political prisoners
from Sainte-Pélagie, who had obtained permission to be transferred to his mental health
center for reasons of poor health.[18]

On November 10, 1832, Philipon, who had been convicted, like Daumier, of contempt of the
king’s person and sentenced in January 1832 to a large fine and a thirteen-month
incarceration at Sainte-Pélagie, was sent for the second time to Pinel’s sanatorium.[19] The
same day, the doctor received a letter from the Préfet de Police announcing the transfer of
Daumier to his sanatorium. “Daumier, whose transfer was authorized by the minister of the
interior, must be kept in detention, and Dr. Pinel is ordered not to let him leave his
establishment under any circumstance. By accepting Daumier, Dr. Pinel becomes responsible
for the prisoner . . . under the penalties set out by law.”[20] The letter from the Préfet was
similar to those Pinel received for other political prisoners, none of which affected the open-
minded doctor’s amicable conduct toward his patients.[21] Overtly known as a liberal, he
turned a blind eye to his political prisoners’ pursuit of their subversive activities from within
the clinic.[22] Indeed, after the harshly repressed rebellion following General Jean
Maximilien Lamarque’s (1770–1832) funeral on June 5, 1832, a group of Parisian policemen
accompanied by a troop of infantrymen invaded Pinel’s establishment in search of Charles
Philipon and another political journalist, both adversaries of the newly established July
Monarchy. Having failed to find Philipon, the policemen accused Pinel of not having taken
care of his charge and he was obliged to pay a fine.[23]

These circumstances shed a different light on Pinel’s portrayal in Daumier’s print. As the
good doctor is wondering why his patients are leaving him, he is not pondering his own
inadequacy or that of his medicines; he is questioning the police brutality forced upon the
political prisoners remanded to his care, as indicated by the policemen building a coffin on
the doctor’s desk, as well as by the officer leading the row of cadavers at his feet.[24]

From Comedy to Satire: Daumier and Cruikshank
The work on the humoristic and apolitical L’Imagination series at the time of his confinement
at the hospital may have offered Daumier some comic relief, distancing him from the
political caricatures that had led to his imprisonment. On October 8, 1832, while he was
incarcerated at Sainte-Pélagie, Daumier wrote to his friend, the artist Philippe-Auguste
Jeanron (1808–77): “Don’t talk politics, because letters are unsealed.”[25] Clearly, this was not
the time for explicit political caricatures or portraits-charge. But Daumier did not entirely
stay away from socio-political criticism, as his print The Doctor and his two prints The Headache
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and The Colic show. Indeed, just as the first print comments on the actions of the police in
Pinel’s establishment, so the latter comment on the effects of those actions on some of the
clinic’s patients.

The uniqueness of The Headache and The Colic may be explained by their source of
inspiration: two lithographs made in 1819 by the English caricaturist and illustrator George
Cruikshank, depicting a woman experiencing a stomachache and a man suffering from a
headache (figs. 5, 6).[26] Daumier borrowed not only the concepts and compositions of the
two prints, but also their titles.

Fig. 5, George Cruikshank after Captain F. Marryat, The Colic, February 12, 1819. Colored lithograph.

Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine, London. [larger image]

Fig. 6, George Cruikshank after Captain F. Marryat, The Headache, February 12, 1819. Colored

lithograph. Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine, London. [larger image]

Despite the ongoing rivalry between the French and the English, which intensified from the
outbreak of the French Revolution and manifested itself, among other ways, in a mutual
caricature war promoted by the establishment,[27] the artistic links between the two
neighboring nations continued to flourish throughout the nineteenth century.[28] This trend
grew after the Battle of Waterloo of 1815, when some 30,000 English tourists visited France.
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They brought with them a plethora of British caricatures and prints, which quickly became
fashionable among the liberal French middle classes that considered England a political
model worth emulating.[29] The abundant imports of English prints also influenced the
French caricaturists, among them Daumier. They were impressed by the relative liberty
enjoyed by their colleagues across the channel, who were not subjected to the rigid
censorship laws of 1835, implemented in France until 1881.[30]

Philipon may have been influenced by Cruikshank when he drew his famous Les Poires, a
caricature portrait of Louis Philippe, in 1831. The print echoes an 1820 caricature produced
by Cruikshank depicting King George IV (1772–1830) and his wife Caroline (1768–1821) as two
pear-shaped green sacs (fig. 7).[31] By juxtaposing the queen’s seductive gaze with the king’s
disdainful look, the artist alluded to the overflowing bag of evidence of the queen’s
unfaithfulness, evidence which the king—who wished to divorce her, to his citizens’
discontent—had caused to be gathered.[32] Despite the fact that Philipon was sentenced to
six months imprisonment and a large fine, the pear subsequently appeared all over Paris, and
became the image commonly associated with the king in the works of caricaturists, including
Daumier’s Gargantua, executed in December of the same year.[33]

Fig. 7, George Cruikshank, Two Green Bags: Ah! Sure Such a Pair was Never Seen so Justly Form’d to Meet by

Nature, June 23, 1820. Etching. Princeton University Library, New Jersey. [larger image]

Whether Daumier was introduced to Cruikshank by Philipon or whether he discovered his
prints independently, there is no doubt that Daumier was familiar with The Colic and The
Headache, as demonstrated by their affinity to the prints he created over a decade later as part
of the L’Imagination series. Daumier’s deliberate use of British caricatures may be seen as a
form of covert social criticism, akin to William Hogarth’s (1697–1764) deliberate use of the
French style in his anti-British satirical series Marriage à-la-mode, painted between 1743 and
1745. Much like Hogarth’s “unremitting attack on the absorption by the social elite of . . .
French . . . cultural values and lifestyle . . . that has infected and weakened British identity,”
[34] so too did Daumier satirize French society by replicating English caricatures.

In The Colic, Daumier transformed Cruikshank’s elderly woman into a suffering, middle-class
man, whom Cherpin has identified as Philipon (fig. 8). In his lithograph (fig. 5), the British
caricaturist suggests that the stomachache is caused by the wearing of a tight-laced corset,
represented in the print by demons tightening a rope around the woman’s waist, while one
of their friends attacks her with a needle, designated to stitch the back of her dress in order to
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make her figure as slender as possible. Unlike the corpulent woman in the painting on the
wall to the right, standing in her bedroom, drinking a glass of liquor—a popular remedy for
abdominal pain[35]—the agonies of the scrawny woman in the foreground are self-inflicted,
reflecting her submission to the strains of fashion.

Fig. 8, Félix Nadar, Portrait of Charles Philipon, ca. 1854–60. Photograph. Musée d’Orsay, Paris.

[larger image]

Despite the obvious similarities, Daumier refrained from illustrating the causes of the
stomachache, and chose, rather, to focus on a visual depiction of the pain itself by means of
demons gleefully sawing the throbbing innards of the agonized man. Thus, by omitting the
patient’s responsibility for his pain, he completely altered the viewer’s attitude toward the
patient, who is no longer to blame for his own suffering.

The same modification is apparent in Daumier’s depiction of the headache. While
Cruikshank emphasized its cause by means of two voluminous books on the table next to the
patient (fig. 6), Daumier avoided any reference to the patient’s responsibility for his own
affliction. He also omitted the remedy in the patient’s hand in Cruikshank’s image. While
Cruikshank illustrated specific illnesses, with graspable causes, and hence possible remedies,
Daumier converted the colic and the headache to mere symptoms, whose origins are
unidentified. By eliminating the causes of the pain as well as potential cures (loosening the
corset, drinking some painkilling medicine), he implied that the cause of pain is in fact
psychological or social rather than corporeal.

Pain as Resistance
In addition to Cruikshank’s print, another source of inspiration for Daumier’s The Headache
may have been Goya’s etching, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters from the series Los
Caprichos, a portrait of the artist who has fallen asleep at his drawing table and is surrounded
by owls and bats (fig. 9).[36] “The author dreaming,” inscribed Goya in pencil at the bottom
of the preparatory sketch. “His only purpose is to banish harmful ideas commonly believed,
and to perpetuate with this work of the Caprichos the solid testimony of truth.”[37]
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Fig. 9, Francisco Goya, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters, plate no. 43 from Los Caprichos, 1799.

Etching, aquatint, drypoint, and burin. Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine,

London. [larger image]

Daumier possibly was referencing Goya when he altered Cruikshank’s figure into a cross-
legged man sitting at a desk partly cropped by the picture frame, leaning to the right with his
hands placed on either side of his head, surrounded by demonic creatures.

Indeed, like The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters, Daumier’s Headache may be a self-portrait,
as the likeness with contemporary photographs of Daumier suggests (fig. 10). If this is the
case, we may interpret The Headache not as an amusing caricature in Cruikshank’s style, but as
a political and social commentary in a period of disillusionment with Louis-Philippe’s new
regime.

Fig. 10, Félix Nadar, Portrait of Honoré Daumier, ca. 1856–58. Photograph. Bibliothèque Nationale de

France, Paris. [larger image]

Instead of producing explicit political caricatures, Daumier used what Richard Terdiman has
called a “counter-discursive” strategy as a means of resistance. This strategy was developed in
Le Charivari, founded by Philipon and Daumier during their mutual imprisonment in Dr.
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Pinel’s mental hospital. Le Charivari, according to Terdiman, “opened a space for important
forms of cultural resistance to the dominant discourses of nineteenth century liberal
capitalism”[38] and was intended for readers whose social perspective alienated them from
the official stances. Daumier depicted their suffering and its physical implications.

Since antiquity, connections had been made between mind and body. This connection was
best exemplified by Hippocrates’s theory of four humors, in which an excess of a body fluid
(blood, phlegm, black bile, or yellow bile) was thought to determine a person’s
temperament. In their analysis of Albrecht Dürer’s famous print Melencolia I (1514), Erwin
Panofsky and Fritz Saxl showed that by the late Middle Ages, typologies had developed of
these four temperaments—the choleric, the melancholic, the phlegmatic, and the sanguinic.
These typologies, particularly the one for melancholy—commonly presented as a seated
figure, legs crossed and head resting on one of the hands—continued well into the nineteenth
century, as confirmed by Dr. Pinel in a book dealing with mental disorders.[39] Imagination
became increasingly identified with artistic power, genius, and originality; melancholy had
come to be connected not merely with sadness, dejection, and despondency, but also with
creative genius and intellect.[40] Daumier’s The Headache corresponds to the typology of
melancholy, just as The Colic may be associated with the choleric temperament, as “cholera”
originates in the Greek word for “bile” and was regarded as an excess of black bile, generating
melancholy and depression, directly linked to artistic creation.[41]

In The Body in Pain, Elaine Scarry links pain to the act of imagining.[42] Faced with the
difficulty of expressing pain, sufferers must resort to the imagination: “It feels as if . . . ”[43]
Both prints may be seen as the results of such imagining in their depiction of devils torturing
their victims with various instruments of torture. David Morris has argued that, through the
link between demons and pain, nineteenth-century artists, among them Cruikshank and
Daumier, expressed the popular belief that “almost any affliction from headache to insanity
might be attributed to the influx of demons sent by the enemy,” and that they served as a
punishment for the “violation of a tribal taboo.”[44] Yet, unlike the grotesque, amusing
demons of his English counterparts, Daumier’s demons are represented as men with human
bodies, with the exception of their tails and horns that attest to their demonic nature. It
appears that, unlike Cruickshank, Daumier focused on the pain inflicted by fellow men who
have metamorphosed into demons.

Daumier’s use of pain as a tactic of protest against established strategies are further
illuminated by the arguments of the political scientist James Scott, who argues in his book 
Domination and the Art of Resistance that illness is a kind of “hidden transcript” that represents
a critique of power spoken behind the backs of the dominant.[45] Illness serves the members
of the subordinate classes to achieve respite from their labor, stop functioning, refrain from
collaborating with those in power, and resist their authority. Illness permits patients to
criticize without taking responsibility for their criticism, and to obtain empathy and
forgiveness from their entourage for their subversive position.[46]

Though Arthur Kleinman agrees with Scott that illness can become a physical act of defiance
and disobedience, he argues that the protest by means of pain comes at a significant cost to
the protesters, who endanger their jobs, their status, and their property. Kleinman therefore
claims that, in the end, the patients are ineffective as protesters. As heroic as they may seem
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to the observer, they have gained neither empowerment nor additional meaning, and the
chronic pain constitutes degenerative paralysis for them, a cause of despair and self-
destruction.[47]

In conclusion, Daumier’s The Colic and The Headache embed physical pain with socio-
psychological torments of the soul, reflecting oppression and censorship. Yet, both prints
simultaneously initiate social criticism, offering mental cathartic relief to the oppressed
artist through artistic realization. If arrest and detention is within the jurisdiction of the
powerful, then headaches, stomachaches, and melancholy are the humble protest of the
weak, their last resort, preventing them from taking part in their own daily exploitation.
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Illustrations (P DF )

Fig. 1, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Mon défunt me donne des numéros, je gagne un quaterne, je

reçois une aubade, je roule sur l’or (My deceased husband gave me tickets, I had four winning numbers, I

received morning serenade, I am rolling in gold!), January 1, 1833. Lithograph from the series 

L’Imagination, no. 1, published in Le Charivari. Musée Carnavalet, Paris. [return to text]
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Fig. 2, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, La Colique (The Colic), February 19, 1833. Lithograph

from the series L’Imagination, no. 6, published in Le Charivari. Wellcome Institute and Library for the

History of Medicine, London. [return to text]
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Fig. 3, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Le Mal de tête (The Headache), April 23, 1833.

Lithograph from the series L’Imagination, no. 9, published in Le Charivari. Wellcome Institute and

Library for the History of Medicine, London. [return to text]
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Fig. 4, Charles Ramelet after Honoré Daumier, Le Médecin (The Doctor), August 19, 1833. Lithograph

from the series L’Imagination, no. 15, published in Le Charivari. Bibliothèque Nationale de France,

Cabinet des Estampes, Paris. [return to text]
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Fig. 5, George Cruikshank after Captain F. Marryat, The Colic, February 12, 1819. Colored lithograph.

Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine, London. [return to text]
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Fig. 6, George Cruikshank after Captain F. Marryat, The Headache, February 12, 1819. Colored

lithograph. Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine, London. [return to text]
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Fig. 7, George Cruikshank, Two Green Bags: Ah! Sure Such a Pair was Never Seen so Justly Form’d to Meet by

Nature, June 23, 1820. Etching. Princeton University Library, New Jersey. [return to text]
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Fig. 8, Félix Nadar, Portrait of Charles Philipon, ca. 1854–60. Photograph. Musée d’Orsay, Paris.

[return to text]
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Fig. 9, Francisco Goya, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters, plate no. 43 from Los Caprichos, 1799.

Etching, aquatint, drypoint, and burin. Wellcome Institute and Library for the History of Medicine,

London. [return to text]
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Fig. 10, Félix Nadar, Portrait of Honoré Daumier, ca. 1856–58. Photograph. Bibliothèque Nationale de

France, Paris. [return to text]
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